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Desert Tile & Grout is a local, Arizona-based
company that specializes in providing top-industry
tile and grout cleaning services to home and
business owners throughout the Phoenix Valley.
Our Arizona tile cleaning experts are trained to
work with floors of all types, including ceramic tile
and grout, stone, brick patios and walkways,
marble floors, Mexican tile, Travertine tile, and
more. If your floors are in need of a professional
touch, we can help rejuvenate, seal, and restore
your floors to look brand new.

Top-Rated Tile & Grout Cleaning

Company Serving Gilbert
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Arizona is one of the fastest growing states in the United
States and we need durable flooring to keep up with us.
But we dont want to sacrifice beauty and style. With stone
flooring you dont have to sacrifice anything! What could
be more durable than stone? There are numerous types of
stone to choose from, and each type has different
properties that make it suitable for different uses.

Stone Cleaning &

Restoration Services
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Cleaning and Sealing

Ceramic Tile and Grout

Professional cleaning and color sealing of your Mesa
ceramic tile and grout can bring back its original beauty
and help to keep it that way. If your grout is discolored
and stained or, if you wish to change the color of your
grout, it can be cleaned, colored, and sealed. A new color
grout can give the appearance of a whole new floor.
Furthermore, color sealing will prevent moisture, dirt and
grime from being absorbed into the grout. All grout is
porous and should be sealed.
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Josh Kristy Parker

100% satisfied customer, their reputation doesn’t lie. Crew totally transformed our flooring and colored sealed our grout.

Genuinely better than new. Highly recommend to everyone!

Client Reviews & Testimonials

Alex Ristuccia

Amazing crew! The owner Josh is very professional. This company did an amazing job on the color match and seal. The

floors look brand new! Will recommend and use them again for sure.
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Subscribe To Our

YouTube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/user/Desert
TileAndGrout
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Best Mexican Tile Colors for
Your Gilbert Home
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7 Unmatched Benefits of a
Professional Tile & Grout

Cleaning

3 Unbeatable Ways to Restore
Discolored Grout
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2917 E Park Ave, Gilbert, AZ 85234

480-288-4475

josh@deserttileandgrout.com
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